Scape Installation
Warning: Ignoring this information could void your warranty.
Tait’s Scape modules are built to be strong, durable, and last for many years. However, placing the modules
on uneven ground can create leveraging stresses that can cause cracking and even breakage that is not
covered in the product warranty.
The Scape modules weigh between 150-270kg, care must be taken when moving modules into position to
avoid damage.
May be required:
Allen Key

Levelling feet
Scape table attachment plate

17mm Spanner

Universal to all componentry

M12x150 fixing

Substrate dependent (timber, concrete etc.)

150kg weight per module

Tait recommend sandbags or concrete to weigh modules where
necessary

T-Rex Power Fast Grab Glue

Adhering top to modules

Where not noted above, all components are supplied with their own fixings.
1)

Installation surface preparation:

2)

Moving modules into position

3)

Placing and/or fixing modules to substrate

The substrate that the modules are to be placed on must be compacted and levelled before the
modules are placed into position. Where hard surfaces do not enable compacting and levelling,
appropriate strong packing material should be used to create a level base. Depending on the
substrate, adjustable pedestals may be worth considering.
Do not remove the packaging until the modules are ready to be installed. Use additional padding
on the hard surfaces of a pallet jack or furniture dolly that may come into direct contact with the
modules when transporting them into position, e.g. cardboard or blankets. Place modules onto their
prepared surface. Do not drag or roll them into place.
It is important that the feet on the bottom of the modules distribute weight evenly. In the case of
the Scape island with planter, ensure all feet distribute weight evenly before the planter is filled with
soil and vegetation. Modules are supplied with levelling feet to assist with this and may be adjusted
with an Allen key. The modules must be either weighted or fixed in place. Should the module be
fixed to the substrate, levelling feet need to be removed.
Where not noted above, all components are supplied with their fixings. All components must be
fixed to the Scape modules prior to the module lid being glued down. Once all components have
been fixed correctly and in their correct placements, glue lid to base. Tait recommend the T-Rex
Power Fast Grab glue as it does not contain isocyanates and is non-leeching.
PLEASE NOTE: When used singularly, the Scape module with table must be fixed to a substrate.

